Join TRU action for Haiti's aid
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“Castle” entertains audience with "Edge of Darkness"

REVIEW

Edge of Darkness Film is a predictable but entertaining audience with action

COMMUNITY

“Castle” ‘Castle’ has been home to "Castle" for decades

Students come together across campus to help gather donations for Haiti’s aid

BY SHAWN SHINNEMAN Assistant Features Editor

Eight days after the devastating earthquake hit Haiti on Jan. 12, Kelley Bono of Kirksville, professor of French and faculty member at Truman State University, was watching CNN on Jan. 13 and was struck by the devastation caused by the earthquake.

"I thought that maybe we should do a concert that was one way to involve students from high school and also people from the community," said Professor Bono of French.

"We thought that maybe we should do a concert that was one way to involve students from high school and also people from the community," said Professor Bono of French.

Rotary Club Philanthropy: "LifeStraw"- sending portable water filtration systems to Haiti is GlobeMed. GlobeMed's "Save Haiti Relief Week"- raising donations from students and faculty

Volunteers in McClain Hall (Feb. 1 to 5)

Collaboration of 9 organizations Philanthropy: "Save Haiti Relief Week"- raising donations from students and faculty

Volunteers in McClain Hall (Feb. 1 to 5)

Bilingual, multilingual student volunteers with "Save Haiti Relief Week:"

Choose who wins!

Vote now for your Oscar nomination picks
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